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Dear Parents/Carers, 

Firstly we would like to sincerely thank you for all the love, support and understanding you have shown Longham 

Pre-School and your fellow families. There is no doubt about it we are experiencing unprecedented worrying 

times and it is hard to find positives in the current situation. But positives we must find, we can think of 35 

huge positives that come through our doors everyday so I think it is important to try and keep things in 

perspective as much as we can. 

We are working hard to gain as much information as we can about the latest Government recommendations, 

which seem to be changing by the hour. You have our assurance however, we will feed back any information we 

get to you as soon as we get it. We have spoken to Dorset Early Years this morning and they are recommending 

we follow the Government ‘recommendations’ to close. It has now become evident that the guidelines are 

becoming blurred and some settings are considering staying open. After much thought we have decided to stay 

closed until we hear anything to contrary. We want to stress this is not a decision we took lightly, we have to 

consider the safety and health of our children and staff however and it has wider implications on our insurance 

cover and we are not certain what staffing levels we will be operating on. We really hope you understand this 

decision. 

 We are asking all parents to let us know if your circumstances have changed that prevents you from keeping 

your child at home. By this we are referring to parents being named as ‘keyworkers’, the Government have not 

released the list as yet, but we are under the impression it may include shopworkers and delivery drivers. We 

are thinking Dorset County will then ask us to feedback names of children that will need childcare and they will 

ask some settings to open depending on staffing levels and locations. We stress this is only our thoughts.  

We appreciate 2 weeks away from Pre-School may pose some stresses and difficulties in how you will keep your 

children entertained. We are hoping over the coming days to formulate a plan that will give parents some ideas 

for activities and ways you could keep your children stimulated. Our best advice at present is not to begin a 

rigid timetable of formal learning that might be hard to maintain. We strongly believe playing games, sharing 

books, messy play and walks are an excellent start. 

 We appreciate for the children who are starting school this is a worrying time. In our experience our local 

schools would much prefer us to send children that are happy curious and excited about learning, children that 

can share, take turns, talk about their feelings, help a friend who needs a hug or their hand held. It might be an 

ideal time to potty train and don’t forget to encourage your child to dress themselves, put their shoes and coat 

on and wash their hands (although they are all absolute pros at this) At the moment meeting up with other 

parents and children in public places is still allowed such as the field or the park so arrange some play dates, 

don’t be strangers to each other and lean on each other for support. Perhaps Facebook groups and Whatsapp 

groups could be set up so you can all keep in touch and meet and be used to let families know which children 

have places at which schools as this could ease the worry of September a little.  

We have cancelled our ducklings and the first aid course, for now, but we promise to rebook once we get back 

to normal. The bags to school collection will still go ahead on Thursday 26th March, bags need to be left outside 

Pre-School by 9.00, please DO NOT leave bags overnight, unless we go into Lockdown. Please consider having a  



 
 

sort out of clothes and support us. As yet we have not cancelled the Safewise trip as they are being 

understanding. We will make a decision on this nearer the time. 

We hope this covers everything….for now at least. We appreciate the unknown is worrying for you all and we 

promise we will keep you fully informed as and when we hear any updates, so please keep up to date with 

Tapestry and Facebook. On behalf of myself, Kelly, Sue, Amy and Hannah we wish all the love and good health in 

the world. Keep well and safe and find some things to smile about. For those children who are going to school in 

September we are very much hoping we will see you again and we will do everything in our power to ensure this 

happens. 

Take care and huge hugs, 

The Longham Team xxx   

 


